Battery Post Terminals & Lugs

The new BURNDY® Battery Post Terminals and Lugs are offered in a wide range of wire sizes. Easy to install using BURNDY® tools and dies. Battery Post connectors come standard with stainless steel hardware.

Features and Benefits

- The battery Post terminals and grounding lugs are color coded.
- Both the terminals as well as the starter lugs are made of copper with tin plating to protect the connector from corrosion.
- The barrel has chamfered ends for easy insertion of the conductors.
- Polarity identification made easy by color coding.
- RoHS compliant.
- Connectors are rated for the ampacity of the wire.
- Flag (t-type) and straight post styles come standard with stainless steel hardware.

Useful Links

Product Information
- YAGB Lugs Cutsheet
- YAEB-A F Cutsheet
- YAEB-A S Cutsheet

Markets & Applications
- CM&R
- OEM
- Transportation
- Petrochemical
- Marine